
4563  Concordance Study

4563 Mt 12:44 swept

4563 Lu 11:25 swept

4563 Lu 15:8 sweep

 

~~~~~~

 4563.  Strong's Dictionary Study

4563. saroo {sar-o'-o}; from a derivative of sairo (to brush off;
 akin to 4951); meaning a broom; to sweep: --sweep.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 4563 -- sweep.

4562   Interlinear Index Study

4562  LUK 003 035 Which was  [ the son ]  of Saruch  {4562} -
Sarouch -  ,  which was  [ the son ]  of Ragau  4466 -Rhagau -  ,
  which was  [ the son ]  of Phalec  5317 -Phalek -  ,  which
was  [ the son ]  of Heber  1443 -Eber -  ,  which was  [ the
son ]  of Sala 4527 -Sala -  ,

 

~~~~~~

  saroo 4563 -- sweep.

* swept , 4563 ,

 

~~~~~~

   carnal 4561 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  carnal 4561 # sarx {sarx}; probably from the base of 4563;
flesh (as stripped of the skin), i.e. (strictly) the meat of an
animal (as food), or (by extension) the body (as opposed to the
soul [or spirit], or as the symbol of what is external, or as
the means of kindred), or (by implication) human nature (with
its frailties [physically or morally] and passions), or
(specifically) a human being (as such): -- {carnal}(-ly, + -ly
minded), flesh([-ly]).[ql

  flesh 4561 # sarx {sarx}; probably from the base of 4563;
flesh (as stripped of the skin), i.e. (strictly) the meat of an
animal (as food), or (by extension) the body (as opposed to the
soul [or spirit], or as the symbol of what is external, or as
the means of kindred), or (by implication) human nature (with
its frailties [physically or morally] and passions), or
(specifically) a human being (as such): -- carnal(-ly, + -ly
minded), {flesh}([-ly]).[ql

  minded 4561 # sarx {sarx}; probably from the base of 4563;
flesh (as stripped of the skin), i.e. (strictly) the meat of an
animal (as food), or (by extension) the body (as opposed to the
soul [or spirit], or as the symbol of what is external, or as
the means of kindred), or (by implication) human nature (with
its frailties [physically or morally] and passions), or
(specifically) a human being (as such): -- carnal(-ly, + -ly
{minded}), flesh([-ly]).[ql

  sweep 4563 # saroo {sar-o'-o}; from a derivative of sairo (to
brush off; akin to 4951); meaning a broom; to sweep: -- {sweep}.
[ql

 

~~~~~~

 4563. Cross Reference Study

4563.

4563 saroo  * swept , {4563 saroo } ,

 

~~~~~~
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